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Introduction

Translated in English by Irodion Savvakis

I started the operations of the Laboratory of Scenography – A Laboratory on Art at the LSA in 2000, in Athens. 
My belief that young people are the ones who you should trust the most and share your knowledge and 
dreams with, led me to the formation of the Laboratory. The same conviction, that has yet to be proved 
wrong, is the essence that keeps the Laboratory going, even at this time, 16 years later.
The aim of the Laboratory of Scenography is the study of Scenography, Stage and Costume Design in
theatre, dance and opera, as it is internationally studied and taught. The driving principle of the Laboratory 
is the fresh look on contemporary international theatre, alongside the formation of a round and sound
understanding of Greek theatre and the country’s original artistic character.
The whole learning process of the Laboratory is based on the study of the theatrical text, on the belief that 
the stage and the costume designing is an undeniable dramatological element of any play. The code of 
communication between the audience and the stage oughts to be clear. Scenography (and by
Scenography we mean both Stage Design and Costumes) is primarily theatre. 
Τhe stage image, like life, is constantly evolving. The element of time is a very important aspect of our study. 
The «passing of time» during a play helps us to understand the creation of an ever changing image. «Labor 
in theatre and in theatre space is essentially a labor on time»1

A special focus during the teaching process of the Laboratory is given to the research on the text of the 
theatrical play, something that should always come before the creation of the model box. This research 
intensifies the senses, cultivates the ability of observation and leads to the discovery of the fine art elements 
that are present in the text.
This quest to the theatrical text is a necessary journey of utmost importance. What interests us is to build our 
scenographic proposal, always using the actor as a guide. To use the actor’s moving body. 
The creation of a set design is not merely the outcome of an order of what to do. Its aim is not just a
handsome set design. Unfortunately, even in professional theatre, this idea of a set design being the graphic 
version of the text is prevalent. However, this is rarely the Scenographer’s fault. It is often the lack of
education on theatre on behalf of the director. “every stage design that can be directly translated as this 

1 Yannis Kokkos, «Le scénographe et le héron»
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or the other idea, should be immediately destroyed”.2

Above, the fields of study of the Laboratory can be divided in the following areas:
• From theatrical text to theatrical space
• The dynamics of the relation between body and space
• The poetics of space
• Colour and composition
• The relation between stage mise en scene and stage design
• The relation between theatre, Scenography, and art
• The mathematical problem of space –  transformations of space
• The use of masks
• The codes and spaces in Byzantine icons
• The space in Western painting
• No theatre, and
• Shadow theatre

Special importance is also given to the actual realization of a Scenography proposal and the lighting
design. The study is assisted, depending on the stage of the students, by the showing of video and slides, 
often from very rare sources. The Laboratory, further, works in collaboration with distinguished practitioners 
from the fields of theatre, dance and cinema, who assist the students in understanding the role of
Scenography through a wide range of artistic views.
The Scenography and costume design proposals, for plays or for operas, that are created by the students 
of the Laboratory are accompanied by stage models, drawings, story boards, 3D constructions, studies on 
the costumes and inclusive portfolios. Every year, the students of the Laboratory showcase their work in an 
Alumni Final exhibition that is organized by the Laboratory in various spaces, ranging from leading Athenian 
theatre lobbies to prominent art galleries. 
The educational philosophy of the Laboratory is based on the personal relationships created between
participants, the support, the encouragement and the trust for the specificities of each student. It relies 
on the cooperation of students between them. Participation in the work of all members of the Group is an 
important part in the process of study. Competition among the students of our laboratory, does not exist. 
Nobody has to prove anything unless to find a way to express the love and joy that can be found through 
either in Scenography either through the Workshop on Art.
The educational philosophy of the Laboratory is based on the personal relations, the mutual support and 
the encouragement of the students. It is also based on trust and the specific characteristics of every single 
student. The collaboration of all as well as the collegial spirit that is created lead to each member of the 
team contributing to the work of everyone, creating a result far more complete than what would be had 
this not been the case. Furthermore, the different backgrounds of our students, who range from Fine Art 

graduates to engineers, to theatre students, to actors, provides key opportunities in understanding and
utilizing all of the aspects of Scenography, even though for those who are studying Scenography for first 
time, it enables them to create their own base in order to be familiar with Theater and Art.
Further to the Scenography course, LSA also provides a course under the title of «A Laboratory on Art» that is 
primarily aimed to those students who have finished the first year of Scenography and wish to advance their 
knowledge to areas connected to all aspects of Art. Its main interests revolve around Performance space, 
Performance Art (space/ time art), Installation Art, Scenography and Sculpture, the Work of Art, the image 
and the view, the time in art, the poetics of space, the movement of body and space and Music Poetics. 
The study is completed by the creation of a project that has been realized by each individual student. The 
procedure is based on the spontaneous and the serendipitous. In order for this to be able to be expressed 
in an artistic manner, the deeper and more serious study of the concept of the art event is essential. The 
individual projects may, and often do, lead to personal exhibitions of the students, in the form of video art, 
installations or video installation.

A brief history of the Laboratory of Scenography Athens - A Laboratory on Art (LSA)

Many artistic performances have become a reality, stemming from the cradle of the Laboratory. Their artis-
tic and financial success is one of the many aspects that make us proud to continue running the
Laboratory. A great example is this of «Inverted thread», a performance installation that was staged in BIOS 
in Athens and was later adapted to a children’s play under the title «Inverted Thread – The fairytale». Both 
performances followed the philosophy of creating a play not, as it would traditionally be, based on
theatrical text, but rather on the plethora of aspects that spontaneous thought can create. The equal
participation of actors from the Theatrical Group of the Greek Society for the Protection of Spastic People 
was a first in the theatre chronicles of Greece, and marked the first appearance of these actors in a
children’s play. Both plays were focused on the theatrical image rather than on word. Both performances 
were created based on the work of students of the Laboratory.
As it was passingly mentioned earlier, the work of our students has been presented in a number of
prestigious galleries of Athens, including «Monohoro» and «Vryssaki» space of Art and Action and Art Theatre 
Karolos Koun- Frynichou. Further, the Theatre of Neos Kosmos has hosted a number of exhibitions. 
Our over 300 alumni of both courses of the LSA have successfully continued to work in theatre and fine 
art,pursued postgraduate studies in leading institutions both in Greece and abroad and the participation 
with the Greek nation (student section) at Prague Quadrennial.PQ 2015 
Their success is the driving force for us.

An Aesthetic and Theoretical Approach to Scenography and Performance Space

Scenography, «this ephemeral Architecture shall not be taken lightly», says Yannis Kokkos.3

2 Valere Novarina,”Letter to the actors”
1 Yannis Kokkos, «Le scénographe et le héron»
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The understanding of the poetic space/scene is a prerequisite if we seek to explore what is the thing that we 
want to share with the audience. Describing the space that action is taking place at is not what we should 
be after. The demotion of Scenography into a decorative artistic proposal for a play indicates a profound 
ignorance of what Scenography, and by extension, theatre is. Pamela Howard, the renowned English
Scenographer, has eloquently expressed the fact that stage decorators and Scenographer are not the 
same thing.4 A door that aims to open way for the creation of a scene ought to always keep in mind that 
the play at hand was written by a writer- A Poet. Poetry, however, does not seek to describe, tell a certain 
story or seek novelties. The structure that we want to create, is not intended to be a brief pedestrian
description of the text, but rather the depicting of its «soul» said the Czech Scenographer Josef Svoboda. All 
of this, it has to happen in the real, existing stage space, with all its mathematical and logistical constraints. 
Poetry, much like art, speaks the truth. It embarks from reality with the aim of expressing its relation with 
imagination.5 Imagination does not express the unreal. The essence and spirit of things is expressed through 
the obvious and the real. Every play needs the atmosphere and the space it deserves to live. The space, 
with imagination and soul as its driving force, is able to share the emotion and experience of each
performance with each viewer. The most difficult thing to express is the real, naked truth. In order for the 
Scenographer to be successful, she must discover and explore the axis starting from the region of the action 
on stage and reaches to the viewer.
The relationship of Stage Design with Art clarifies how the Scenography and the costumes are not artwork, 
nor fine art, despite their evident relation through aesthetic identity, colour and composition. Although, the 
principals of Scenography are the principals of Art. If a Scenography is treated as a visual proposal, as the 
artistic ability of an artist, as it is often referred to as a scenographic study in theatre brochures, the
contradiction to the essential dramatic character of the craft is enormous. Peter Brook has said: “To be
Artistic in Theatre is horrible”.6

The stage design is not, however, a single study and composition of space. American Stage Designer Boris 
Aronson summarizes the role of a Scenographer: “At best, the Designer must be a sculptor, painter,
architect and engineer and also have an intimate knowledge of the theatrical scene and the Philosophical 
and poetic dimension of his work.”7

The stage design is the synthesis of the relationship of things happening and existing on stage. A
relationship between the volumes of the form, the color and the movement of actors and of time.
Relationships however are not made. Rather, they are revealed through the process of creating a
performance. The Stage Design, set and costume alike, are an integral part of what we call performance, 
cannot be treated differently.

4 Pamela Howard, “What is Scenography?

5 Martin Heidegger, “The origin of the work of art”

6 Peter Brook- interview ( Video VHS - Βιβλιοθήκη Wimbledon School of Art- UAL)

7 Boris Aronson, American Set Designer (1898-1980)

birds
by Aristophanes
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Research

Essay by Maria Chaniotaki

translated in English by Klelia Ninou

“Theatre is often described as the art of 
absence”
“Theatre is about onstage and offstage - the 
visible and the invisible”
“What is absent, of course, are the
performances to which the exhibits refer, 
and there is thus a continuous discourse
between the two. Without this dialogue,the 
PQ would be merely an exhibits of
objects - fascinating or attractive objects 
perhaps, but objects nonetheless devoid of 
meaning” 
Arnold Aronson, 2007

Considering the main subject of the Prague 
Quadrennial (PQ) “Shared Spaces, Music, 
Weather, Politics”, the group of students of 
the Laboratory of Scenography LSA worked 
on the play “Birds” by Aristophanes, in the 
original script in ancient greek and also on 

the translated in modern greek text. The 
translation was held by Nikolaos Philippas1 
and it succeeded in not implicating which 
were Aristophanes intentions.
“The didacticism, the denouncement, act 
against the aesthetic value of the theatrical 
play».2 The “Birds” suggests the creation of a 
new city above the clouds in the sky, called 
Nefelokokkygia. We tried to avoid running 
into conclusions or giving answers when it 
came to the political extensions of the play, 
leaving free space for the audience more or 
less as the writer himself did centuries ago. 
Through our propositions
functionality in each different space we 
worked on, and through the text itself as a 
political one [Politics], we tried to create the 
query or the queries that come of it. 

We searched for the point where reality and 
fantasy coexist to create the meeting point 
for acting space - audience, environment 
and society. A space full of life gives as the 
opportunity to create an energetic

1 της Επιστημονικής Εταιρίας των Ελληνικών Γραμμάτων, Πάπυρος (1975)

2 Paul Matesis, «Aristophanes-Introduction- Birds»

Dimitra’s Katsaouni research for the chorus of “Birds” (Act B)
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environment where the theatrical
experience should ask itself: “What is that 
which provokes action in a real social 
space?” [Shared Spaces]

The birds are those that omen the change 
of an era between Spring, Summer, Autumn 
and Winter. (The rhythm and the mood of 
the seasons). [Weather]
Our study begun from the Ancient Theatre of 
Dionusos (Summer), moved on to the lower 
part of Klafthmonos square (Autumn), con-
tinued in the Peraus 260 Theatre, space D 
(Winter) and concluded in the outdoor area 
- patio of the Benaki Museum (Spring). The 
keystone to our research were the
queries put by the spaces themselves, in 
modern Athens. In these spaces the
movement of the spectators differs
regarding the time of the day or the night, 
the season of the year and their activities. 
The sounds also differ depending on the 
season, the time and the activities on each 
space. Additionally, a text created by
Aristophanes is considered music. [Music]

“The theatrical play “Birds” is written to be 
presented in open space and the spectators 
are expected to use their imagination”.3

We decided to present the second act in 
our models: Nephelokokkygia, and in our
story boards the First Act, the Second Act/ 
the entrance of the birds and other
characters/the coming of the Gods in the 

Fourth Act. What preoccupied as the most 
was how we would create and imprint the 
aesthetic elements that came out of our 
research based on the text. The word “find” 
is essential to the procedure of the research, 
as it is in Art. “The elements of
Scenography are the elements of Art”.4 How 
could we have the element of comedy 
emerge in a simple, direct and ingenious 
way and how could this product be
attributed to a scenographic and costume 
proposal, as an introduction to a future play. 

A worldwide exhibition like PQ, mainly aims 
for research especially when it comes to the 
student section, looking for what has not 
been said yet. This aim, became the core of 
our study, since such a procedure requires 
a deep understanding of the text which 
doesn’t look to create just an impressive or 
unique idea. 

The “Birds” by Aristophanes, an ancient 
Greek play, is a challenge nowadays, as it 
always has been. We searched for its
theatrical dimension in everyday life things, 
conserving the opportunity to move beyond 
that point. Our aim was to leave the
meaning emerge freely.  

This text is characterised by the essence of 
“flying”, being light. Birds can fly and the 
enclose air inside them. 

3 Κ.J. Dover, «Aristophanic comedy»

4 Pamela Howard, «What is scenography» 

Which are the parts of the plot that motivate 
the action and how can this be presented 
through our visual story? We left the words 
of the text come alive and approached it 
as live modern art, not as a monument in a 
museum. 
In this play by Aristophanes, humans
transform themselves into birds, build a new 
city between the sky and the earth. Gods 
live above them and humans below. 

“Horizontally, the flat disc of the earth and 
the flat Orchestra of the ancient theatre. 
Vertical structure up and down (archetype 
in time) on the same axes and divided in 
equal pieces”.5

“We cared for the sound of the birds walking 
until they transformed into birds”.6

Having the actors-birds as the measurement 
and with the creation of the spaces as an 
extension, we built the relation between 
them and between them and space.

Another challenge for us was to study 
according the natural environment of the 
different areas in which we worked; such 
as how can we include nature in an indoor 
place; the existence of duration in our
synthesis (the time passing, storyboards), the 
conservation of the fragility of the theatre 
in every space; the relation between the 
actual body of the actors and the one that 
forms the memory of a body of another time 

(costumes), and the use of a mask today.

In our group the majority of the participants 
were students from previous years, in
collaboration with others from the academic 
year 2015-2016. For the exhibition in PQ our 
material was presented through two
different videos, according to the regulations 
of the Greek Participation. Both videos follow 
our initial intention, which was the
appointing of the ancient text with the
modern spectator. They include our work, 
our research, and of course what includes 
the spectator in our proposition.

Spaces and seasons of the Year                                                              
(description of the acting space, audience 
space – shared spaces, Music, questions and 
mise en scene)

The play “Birds” was written by Aristophanes 
in Athens and was presented for the first time 
in the Ancient Theatre of Dionysos during the 
“Dionysia Festival” around 414 B.C.

Athens is the city that Pistheteros and
Euelpides leave behind so as to build, with 
the birds, a new better one, above the 
clouds, named Nephelokokkygia.
Euelpides, according to the text holds a
basket full of spearmint and myrtle, two 
herbs held by every person who prepares 
to establish a new city. On his other hand 
he holds a jackdaw and Pistheteros holds a 

5 Jan Kott, «Eating of the Gods»

6 Yoshi Oida, «The Actor adrift»
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Costumes and masks

“Painting begun with the drawn line that 
repsresentd  the outline of a human shadow. 
Greek painters (of 6th and 5th century B.C.) 
follow the Four Colours Principal (their
chromatic scale) white, black, red and 
ochre. These four colours correspond to 
the four elements of Nature (air, water, fire, 
earth)”.7

The common features of the birds, such 
as thin feet, feathers, many colours, beak 
plume and movement, inspired as a lot. In 
the text they are mentioned as “the birds like 
a cloud”. We studied the whole
synthesis as we would do for a musical score, 
in which every individual element, colour 
and shape, contributes to the formation of 
the whole picture. The colour, however, is 
what we used so as to direct the spectators 
to the core and the meaning of our
synthesis.

“Truth demands accuracy” says Poe.8 We 
were interested in the unity of the essence 
and we looked for it through reality. We tried 

to form the birds mostly by using colours, 
shapes and the sensation and less from their 
typical description. This is why feathers are 
not the costumes’ basic element. We
wanted to see everything through the filter of 
reality, through the obvious and the trough 
of the complicate characters of the birds. 
This is why our imagination was based on the 
observation of every direct incentive, and of 
course, on elements with exaggeration that 
result in their comical character. We only see 
feathers only after the play has ended and 
the birds has left the scene.

Birds migrate, so in every different season 
different ones come and go. The birds talk, 
fly, swim, others only walk but all of them 
produce many and various songs and chirps. 
The birds fly in certain formations. Birds are 
ancient. Their common feature is the
essence of “airiness”. In order to be able to 
fly, anatomically and from their physiology, 
their bones contain air inside them.
 

7 Dimitris Plantzos, «Greek Art and Archaeology»

8 Εdgar Allan Poe, «The philosophy of Composition»

crow. 
The name “Euelpides” comes from the words 
“eu” (= good) and “elpida” (= hope), and 
means he who has a good hope. The name 
of Pistheteros means loyal friend. Through 
these very names we can distinguish some 
of the intentions of the Poet Aristophanes. His 
query may be if this new better city we hope 
for exists, if it can be found and how loyal do 
friends stay.

In Nephelokokkygia, the city in the sky, 
Pistheteros gets married to a Goddess. He 
builds this new city with the birds’ help and 
marries Basileia, the doorkeeper of Zeus’, a 
crescendo that leads to the question, that 
if what he denied during this whole play, 
which was power and dominance of Gods 
above Men, is something that he finally
acknowledges. Pistheteros arrives at this 
town alone, without other humans.
Euelpides doesn’t appear again after the 
second act, and those trying to populate this 
city, with the Gods are sent away. The Poet 
wishes, and actually does leave his queries 
open to discussion. This is another reason 
why this text remains up to date after 2500 
years of existence, apart from the fact that it 
is of great poetic and aesthetic value. Those 
queries are left to be answered form the 
spectators through time. However which is 
the core of this play that we have to
discover and see it develop in our
proposals? What happens in that play?

In our scenographic proposal, these
speculations are put through the places we 
have chosen and through the different
relation between the spectators and the 
actors in every different act of the play. 

We chose two actors-roles/real everyday 
characters (Girl I – Girl II) that appear on 
stage before the action begins and remain 
there after it has ended. They don’t take part 
in the dialogues or the chorals. They move 
freely around supporting the element of
reality, being totally different from the 
fantastic characters of the play. This was a 
dramaturgical question (mise en scene) that 
we kept as it occurred from our journey of 
research in the text of the “Birds”. The
audience, however, leaving, find feathers as 
they pass by. 

We used model boxes in scale, story boards, 
costumes and masks to present in the most 
clear possible way our intentions. 

The rhythm of the play, as it occurs form the 
short dialogues, is rapid, as it is appropriate 
for a comedy and it appears in the linear 
(staccato) geometric features of the
colourful costumes. It is mostly expressed 
through the characters and the movement 
of the birds.
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Michael’s Socrates Kafousias final costumes (costume design)

EpopasEuelpidesGirl 1 Girl 2 IrisErodiosOwlsPisthetaerus Birds from the dance of the birds PrometheusTrivalos
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In the text, the human characters that are 
sent away by the birds in the third act,
appear with intensely painted
characteristics reminding as of caricatures. 
Meton the geometer with his ferules of air 
and his measurements of air reached the 
ethereal city so as to measure the light 
Nephelokokkygia. The Gods, having intense 
human figures, are the only ones that don’t 
try to look like birds. Semantically, we chose 
as a common characteristic for all their 
shoes to be red (respectively in the scenery 
a red rope appears, as we shall analyse 
later on - The house of Epopas, and the blue 
colour somewhere on each God’s costume 
as it occurred from our research. This choice 
of ours, considering these two colours, was 
confirmed by the codes of the  Saints in
Byzantine iconography as well as the
ancient Murals in Knossos and Santorini. 

The ancient element, as reference to the 
time when the play was written, was
included through the conservation of basic 
and clear colours for the costumes, that 
although they are modern, they refer to 
ancient times. Clear geometric shapes that 
characterize our costumes, are some
accessories but mostly the masks. 

For the masks that we created with Martha 
Fokas’ guidance, we followed the same
direction that had occurred from the
material of the research of the text. We kept 
the minimal geometric form that defines 
the total style of the scene. Having only 
white colour the masks avoid to describe 
verbalistically the birds. As in archaic or 
Cycladic idols, the simple, unadorned but 

comprehensive geometry, it’s enough to 
express what it is. Giving more emphasis to 
the costume and the mask and less to the 
scenery we gave our final colour palette to 
our synthesis.

Marianna’s Katsoulidi design work for final scenographical objects(props) Ariadni’s Sergoulopoulou, research collages

color palette for the final scenographical proposal

Dimitra’s Katsaouni research sketches for the birds
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Scenery and Performance space

All the spaces that we chose to work on during the different times of the year are areas with an intense 
modern Athenian way of living.
In all of them we took into consideration the relation with Nature, the weather (Weather) which comes in 
relation with the different seasons and the time of the day and the night (Time). The function of the
Performance space and audience are described in the story boards for every different model box and are 
accompanied by photographic material. 
The relation between Set Design and audience troubled as in a unique way for every different space. Which 
are the conditions that favour the interaction, the aesthetic approachement of every space depending on 
its character (Shared Spaces); the main criteria were the social function of these places (Politics) and the 
enclosure of their special different sounds (Music).
We observed that the birds’ optics differ from ours since they can vies from a bigger height, like in a ground 
plan, the earth. The city we abandon in each one of these places is the projection of the shadow of the 
buildings of Athens. This is why, the grey colour is so present in our construction in the first act. Pistheteros 
and Euelpides come from the city to into the forest, during the first act, and later on they find the house of 
Epopas.
The ladder is also an element that we use in different shapes. A red rigging ladder and others with
asymmetrical footings that become colourful during the third act and move with the help of wheels like 
those in n aero port, except of the one that the Gods use to descent in theatre of Peiraos 260/space D.  
The red rope is an important element in our scenery, and it refers to the Gods (like we mentioned before, 
the Gods were red shoes).
“Nefelokokkygia” appears in the third act, when the footings one by one become colourful as the birds go 
up, while Iris stands on top of the ladder of the Gods. 
The scenery of “Nefelokokkygia” transforms itself to a colourful synthesis that does not touch the ground. In 
the beginning of the second act, this synthesis consists of  platforms with wheels , that have different heights, 
that don’t touch the ground and are covered in green foliation.
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The house of Epopas

“There are bright homes, in which summer 
lives in. They are full of windows. A nest ready 
to fly, and the house is a being intensely 
alive”.
“We climb the ladder of the trees”.9

The house of Epopas is on a tree (a tree 
house). It is full of openings and different 
levels. As an ensemble it gives the sensation 
of lack of weight. It’s ladder with free steps 
in circular axes, concludes on a red rigging 
ladder. A red rope begins for Epopas’ house 
and always ends up, depending on the
different space (Benaki atrium, Ancient
Theatre etc.) to the direction of the
descending point of the Gods for the fourth 
act. 

On other trees near the one where Epopas’ 
house is, actors-birds sit freely or on chairs 
during the whole time of the play. Some of 
them hold and knit with little red ropes.

Peiraios 260 - Athens Festival

“They are the buidling facilities that used to 
host the furniture factory of the office
Tsaousoglou. The complex became part 
of the property of the National Bank which 
granted part of the building facilities to be 
used by the Athens Festival. It is a typical 
sample of the industrial architecture of the 
70’s. It consists of four big buildings/sheds 
that have been declared as landmarks by 
the Ministry of Culture.

Central road of the former industrial zone, 
road Peiraios passes off as one of the most 
important new axes of cultural development 
in Athens”.10

Winter: Peiraios 260/space D - model box
scale 1:50

“The most old of all seasons is Winter”11

Alcyone (Kingfisher) builds its nest in winter, 
that’s why the “alcyonides” days (alcyone’s 
days) are in the middle of the winter.
The audience is sitting to the seats
representing the city that Pistheteros and 
Euelpides left behind. They are coming down 
the stairs in the middle of the audience.

Night. We are in a closed space. Every word 
and sound can echo. 

9 Gaston Bachelard, «The poetics of Space»

10 Quotation from the Athens’ Festival site

11 Gaston Bachelard, «The poetics of Space»

Act A: The windows of Space D allow us to 
view the outside and the existing trees. At 
the right side of the stage there is a wall that 
is not attached to the floor. On that wall we 
can see people seeming small, as if they 
were in distance, like shadows (in a flying 
bird perspective).

Act B: Epopas’ house is outside and behind 
the side window of the stage. Epopas is 
coming down the red rope ladder. Outside 
the windows of the wall, at the back of the 
stage, we can see the chorus of the birds 
sitting on the trees. The birds are coming to 
the stage passing the big entrance to the 
left. They are caring foliage leaves in their 
hands. A kingfisher (member of the chorus of 
the birds) is carring the red rope, it’s crossing 
the wall with the windows (at the back of 
the stage) and it’s ending its route, up to the 
right edge of the stage, where the stairway 
of the Gods is.

Act D: “The Gods lean over the shadow of 
the “Nefeles” (clouds)”.12 Through the right 
window of the stage and behind the wall 
(that’s not attached to the floor) begins 
the stairway where the Gods are coming 
down from. The mood is changing. The grey 
platforms where the birds placed the foliage 
leaves are becoming colourful
(Nefelokokkygia). White dust elevates from 
the floor.

12 Quotation from the text of the «Birds»research for Epopa’s house
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story board act Α

story board act D

Peiraios 260/space D, model box scale 1:50 (photos by Artemis Papageraki)

[OUT] TOP/AS Exhibition at the Benaki Museum 2016 (mobile photos)
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Benaki Museum – Peiraios

“The building of Peiraios street.
The new Benaki Museum building is located 
at 138 Peireos Street, one of the central
development axes of Athens. 
The new building covers a total area of 8,200 
m2 with underground areas of 2,800 m2 and 
an internal courtyard of 850 m2. The
exhibition halls span 3,000 m2. The general
principles of the design were based on the 
idea of an inward-facing building with
openings towards the central courtyard. 
Movement through the exhibition halls is
designed to take place around the
perimeter of the courtyard, in such a way 
as to ensure maximum visibility for the visitor 
and flexibility in the utilisation of space. The 
atrium/courtyard area, a basic feature of 
the activities taking place there, can host 
outdoor exhibitions, musical events and
performances. 
The bookshop and restaurant open onto the 
courtyard at the ground level. 
The spatial organisation and the style of the 
building aim to create a place where a short 
simple visit will not suffice”.13

Spring: Benaki Museum, Peraus/atrium
model box 1:50

“People selling the coat”.14

The trees are full of leaves in spring.
The swallow, the spring bird, flies or sits but 
never walks.

Afternoon, after the sun sets.

Act A: Pistheteros and Euelpides are walking 
through the museum’s entrance keeping the 
ritual route of the room that continues to the 
ramp, just like the audience. The space itself 
doesn’t have any green. This is why every 
choice of our setting that refers to nature, is 
not attached to the floor nor the walls of the 
building. From its structure the square shape 
patio seems to be on hold for an entrance or 
an exit to and from the sky.

Act B: At the south part of the room
Epopas’s house is not attached to the wall 
but it stands to the floor. The platforms with 
the foliage leaves are shaped to a flyover 
leading to Epopas’s house. The chorus of the 
birds is walking down the internal ramps of 
the inside of the south wall and
passing through the audience holding
foliage leaves like balloons. The red rope 
starts from the base of the patio close to the 
main entrance, when the swallow (member 
of the chorus of the birds) releases it from the 
platform. It crosses the room diagonally and 

13 Quotation from the description of the Museum as written in the website

14 from the text «Birds» by Aristophanes

awry towards the sky. It continues its path 
towards the opening to the sky and ends up 
outside of it.

Act D: From the colorful blinds like a colorful 
tilted stairway that keeps the prospect of the 
Ancient Greek Theatre, Prometheus is
walking down first.
The audience is dressed in spring clothes. This 
combined with the colorful costumes of the 
birds it becomes part of the setting.

The spectators visit the patio wearing spring 
clothes. Alongside the colourfull costumes of 
the birds the form part of the composition.

Maira’s Baziana research 3D collage
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story board act Α

story board act Β story board act D

Benaki Museum- Peiraios, model box scale 1:50
(photos by Artemis Papageraki)

[OUT] TOP/AS Exhibition at the Benaki Museum 2016 (mobile photos)
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Ancient Theatre Of Dionysos

“Acropolis of Athens.
Acropolis of Athens is an ancient citadel 
located in an extremely rocky outrop above 
the city of Athens. It is 156m high above the 
sea level and 70m above Athens with a sur-
face area of about 3 hectares. It is
impossible to reach the hill from either side 
but the west one, where there is the strong-
hold entrance with the famous
Propylaia (monumental getaway).”15

“An important number of temples ant
expetive buildings 450 and 400 B.C.
(Parthenon, Propylaia, Erechtheio, Temple of 
Athena Nike etc.), The monuments of
Acropolis are among the most famous and 
most important in the world.”
 
“The Theatre of Dionusos in Athens (500 B.C.) 
finds itself on the south part of the Acropolis. 
During the 1st century A.C. The Theatre was 
retrofitted with the adding of a stone stage 
and the resurgence of a parapet around the 
Orchestra.

Theatres in ancient Greece - structure
The Orchestra is a circular area where 
dance performances took action. 
The Koilon (amphitheatrical area where the 
spectators sitted and was built on the side 
of a hill). The Koilon is divided vertically by 

radial, arranged scale in ΚΕΡΚΙΔΕΣ.
Diazoma, is a large corridor parallel to the 
Koilon dividing it in two parts one lower and 
one higher, which is called Epitheatron.”

“The Theatre of ‘Dionisos is the most
important known out door theatrical space 
in ancient Greece. It formed part of the 
Ieron of Elefthereos Dionusos which was 
situated on the South-East part of Acropolis 
and was the main place of performance of 
the Atticon Drama, as it hosted Big Dionusia, 
the biggest theatrical celebration of Athens. 
The plays, both tragedies and comedies, 
that have been saved from the 5th and 4th 
century B.C. were written (most of them) to 
be presented at this theatre. It could host  
approximately 15.000 spectators.”16

Summer: Ancient Theater of Dionysos
Model box
scale 1:50

“The Parthenon dominates throughout the 
land and sea around Athens. The Gothic 
metropolis rises with fear and reverence for 
God, the personification of longing for the
divine humble. The Parthenon rises
triumphant to express the beauty of the 
power and glory of human. Through a 
perfected humanity the man had become 
immortal.”17

15 Wikipedia: Acropolis of Athens

16 Quotations from the book by Dimitris Plantzos, «Greek Art and Archaeology»

17 Edith Hamilton, «The Greek way», Yannis Pappas, «Essays on Art»

“Most ancient than Gods we are”18 (from the 
text of the ‘Birds” by Aristophanes)
The Theater of Dionysos (500 BC) is located 
at the south slope of Acropolis. The visitors of 
the archaeological site are also the
audience. The performance space of our 
play is not only the orchestra but also the 
woods in front of the theater, the theatron 
and the spole of Acropolis hill.
You can hear the natural sounds of the 
existing birds from far away. The cicadas, the 
sound of the south and the summer.

Afternoon, just before the sunset.

Act A: Pistheteros and Euelpides are coming 
from the right entrance of the
archaeological site. In the woods, 2-3 birds 
of the chorus of the birds are sitting on the 
trees.

Act B: The chorus of the birds is entering the 
space of the ancient theater and the
orchestra through the woods. Epopas’s 
house is up to the highest tree. The egret-
heron (member of the chorus of the birds) is 
leading the way from Epopas’s house with 
the red rope. It’s crossing the space
diagonally above the orchestra and it ends 
up at the upper left frieze.

Act D: From the upper left frieze, from the 
Parthenon, starts the descent of the first God, 
Prometheus. Subsequently, the rest of the 
Gods are coming down the Parthenon, the 
Acropolis hill, through different spots of the 

frieze they are heading to the theatron.
The audience is looking at the theatron, 
where in the ancient times used to be their 
seats, creating a reversal use of the theater.
In the woods of the archaeological site, birds 
(members of the chorus of the birds) are still 
sitting on some trees.

model box photos 18 Quotation from the text of the «Birds»
model box (photo)
scale 1:50
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story board act Α

story board act Β story board act D

story board detail act Α

Ancient Theatre of Dionysos,
model box scale 1:50
(photos by Artemis Papageraki)

[OUT] TOP/AS Exhibition at the Benaki Museum 
2016
(mobile photos)
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Klafthmonos square

“Klafthmonos, is a central square of Athens 
located on the East final poitn of the
“historic triangle” of Athens, in front of
Stadiou street. It is formed in two parts: one 
facing Stadiou street is across Korai square 
in the direction of Hanseniki Trilogia and the 
other part which has more planting and can 
be combined to the labyrinthine net of the 
old city. It is close to the small squares where 
the famous churches of St George Karitsis 
and St Theodors are. We could say that this 
square is a changing point from the sparse 
and spacious build at the East side of the city 
to the coherent web with the small streets at 
the West side. Another important issue of the 
square is that it is above the limits of the old 
city, while the old Themistokleious Wall runs 
through it, and can be seen from the
underground parking of the Klafthmonos 
square. 

The name “Klafthmonos square” was given 
to it after a publication of the magazine 
ESTIA, because there, infront of the Ministry of 
Finance, the redundant civil servants would 
gather in order to make complaints about 
their deposition, after the rise of a different 
political party at the election. At that time 
civil servants could be fired, and each
political party would fire supporters of
different parties to hire his own.

(Wikipedia)”.19 

Fall: Klafthmonos Square - model box
scale 1:200

‘Ptinoupoli’ (Bird’s city)20 (from the text of the 
“Birds” by Aristophanes).

Afternoon, sunset.

People are walking through the square. The 
voices of the existing birds, the echo of the 
city and the cars, the sound of the crowd 
and the underground as well.

Act A: Pistheteros and Evelpides are entering 
the square from the entrance in front of the 
Museum of the City of Athens, where the 
Black Duck Garden Restaurant also is. The 
chorus of the birds is already up to the trees.

Act B: At the back side of the Square, in 
the woods, the play begins with the birds 
coming down of the trees. Although, some 
of them stay up. Epopas’s house is up to the 
highest tree at the backside of the Square. 
The robin (member of the chorus of the birds) 
is leading the way by holding the red rope 
walking to the stairs that connect the front 
side of the Square with its backside.

Act D: The Gods are walking down the stairs 
from the front side of the Square. The birds 

19 Quotation from the essay written by Eleni Palogou, on the Klafthmonos Square, for the 
National Technical University of Athens, and the course Architectural Design 8A:
Architecture of public spaces in urban and natural environment

20 Quotation from the text of the «Birds»

fly south in fall. ‘Nefelokokkygia’ is shaped  
with help by the multicolored luggage of the 
birds. The umbrellas of the audience and the 
rain could be extra elements of the setting.
After the end of the play, ambelopouli 
(member of the chorus of the birds) is
gathering the multicolored luggage of the 
birds with its cart.

model box (photo)
scale 1:200

model box (photo)
scale 1:200

The many difficulties during the time that we 
worked were very big in every aspect. We 
faced severe financial difficulties, without the 
existence of a proper space to work on all 
these big and demanding model boxes and 
without having a lot of time, due to the fact 
that most of the participants were working
at their jobs at the same time of the
preparation. Through trust, collaboration, 
appreciation, mutual respect and sacrifices 
in terms of personal choices of the group, 
we created with love this most demanding 
project. 
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story board act Α

story board act Β

story board act D

[OUT] TOP/AS Exhibition at the Benaki Museum 2016
(mobile photos)

Klauthmonos Square, model box scale 1:200
(photos by Artemis Papageraki)
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Thoughts

Klelia Ninou
The play  “Birds” by Aristophanes consists 
of a number of engaging and humorous 
dialogues, which describe and squib in the 
most clever possible way the social and 
political life of the time when it was written. It 
is actually, so cleverly written that although 
it was initially referred to specific people and 
situations, it can easily describe similar
conditions until today. Every hero of the play, 
will take the face of a different person each 
time the play is seen or read. The same
happens of course with the action
depending of what actually happens each 
time in the actual political world. This
parameter also affects the scenery, in a way 
that highlights the variability of the text of the 
play. So in our research and proposal, we 
borrow particular elements of each different 
time during the year as well as the different 
location of the play for each one of them, so 
as to discreetly underline the essence of the 
play, in a way that all of the five senses will 
take equal part in a viewer’s experience. For 
example, in the summer play, in the ancient 
theatre of Dionysus, one can hear the sound 
of the cicadas, and in the autumn play in 
Klafthmonos square, the background noises 
are the usual city noises, such as cars and 
people passing by.

Michael Socrates Kafousias
“Ornithes” project, which was studies by 
this group was my first collaboration with a 
professional-like level of demands. Although 
there was a number of difficulties they were 
all surpassed and we had a satisfying result 
in time. What I most enjoyed was the climax 
of the human figures that I had to construct 
for the models. Being a difficult one made 
me follow a non classical, non realistic way 
of sculpture in order to adjust to the needs of 
the proposal of the team. Creating figures of 
viewers put me to thinking that they were a 
play that will be presented in the future.

Maira Baziana
We have lightness and gravity together. A 
house in the air combines with the earth. 
Heaven and earth. Nature and city become 
one. Sharing space was like sharing time, 
theaters, squares, views and relations. Actors 
and spectators together again. Birds and 
people. People and gods. The passage from 
one state to another. The same that
happens to each season. The inside
transformed to the outside, the top became 
the bottom. And yet there is this fine line. As 
there is in life. The crowd becomes one. And 
the opposite. Metonas calculates space 
through geometry, so using this method we Early research on the “Birds” by Aristophanes
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calculated the bodies and placed them in 
another era. Perfumes and melodies made 
clouds and dust. Sacred birds and
ephemeral, mortal, dull people create a 
hole city scene that is searching for a better 
life.

Jona Kokkalari
“Up on the clouds an utopia is created,
overcoming everyone of the laws of the 
earth, and creating new ones”. This utopia is 
being transported to four different theatrical 
or non theatrical areas, creating different 
scenographic sensation for each one of 
them. We are constantly researching our 
way to utopia using the natural resources 
that each different space offers us. We then 
enrich our work with details that will
conclude to the ideal result, such as sounds, 
costumes, masks etc. A “chemistry” that 
transforms the person to who or what he 
wants to be. Personally through this
procedure I managed to surpass obstacles 
to the way I used to walk  in familiar
sceneries, and felt free as a bird that is in 
and out of this world observing everything 
from a distance and being watched by
random people.

Eleanna Kafka
Four seasons - four public spaces - four
architectural and scenic projects aim to 
express utopia in Birds by Aristophanes. The 
projects sought to symbolize the perfect 
state, the childhood dream of another 
society, a society of peace, freedom, truth, 
justice, equality, the tale with the happy 
ending. The elusive, fleeting, fragile, and the 
profoundly human expectations.
Imagination flying freely mixes with reality. 

People, birds and gods are entangled in a 
world of dreams, yet melancholic, since the 
viewers are always aware that the reality 
does not reach what is happening in front of 
them. Trying to express the particular work of 
Aristophanes in the four seasons of the year 
was a challenge, but also an opportunity for 
greater creativity. Each of the four seasons 
has its own characteristics, which should be 
expressed in a different space. Thus creative 
thinking becomes even more difficult, as 
each space has its own peculiarities. The 
scenic design, therefore was to be
configured and changed in such a manner 
that it would converse with the respective 
space and time.

Ariadne Sergolopoulou
“Ornithes” by Aristofanes is a play where
politics meets comedy through rough
criticism on the famous Athenian democra-
cy and the habits of its people, in a utopic
romantic way. Evelpides an Pistheteros 
abandon Athens to live in a quiet place free 
from the law-obsessed co inhabitants they 
used to have. Searching for the ideal place 
they move up in the air and build
Nefelokokigia. Utopia means fantasy,
invention, a place that doesn’t exist. In this 
play, though, utopia faces reality through its 
potentials. It tries to unite the abilities of the 
actual situation and the ones that may exist 
outside the actual reality. This is one of the 
most exciting elements of this play, the exact 
fact that reality is not something to be
considered unchangeable and taken for 
granted. People daydreaming, is not
something that cannot happen, it is
something that we have the ability to claim 
as our personal important goal.

Michael’s Socrates Kafousias  Erodios (bird)
final costume

Dimitra’s Katsaouni research sketches for the birds
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Bio

Jona Kokalari 
She is a graduate of AKTO College in Athens with a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Degree 
from Middlesex University with the 3rd best 2010 graduation performance in the industry 
of “Interior Architecture and Decoration”. She participated in the ECOWEEK 2012-2013 
Competition with the subject: “Joining Green Spirit with Matter”, in ZEZEZE Exhibition in Tel 
Aviv while she was employed in the field of interior architecture. In 2013-2014 she attend-
ed a one-year studies at the Laboratory of Scenography (LSA) by the scenographer, 
Maria Chaniotaki. During the period 2007-2013, she attended in a series of training sem-
inars, such as the 3rd Conference on “Folk Culture and Urban Culture”, kitchen design, 
bath and relevant materials, kitchen design seminar supervised by the architect Mrs. 
Vicky Seferli, and in a three-day conference “The Importance of Philosophy in Architec-
tural Education” at the Convention Center, University of Patras. She has taken part in 3D Max and AutoCAD 
2D seminars, by the civil engineer, Mrs. Dimitra Dafi.

Maira Baziana
Born in Athens in 1981. She studied French and classical dance. After her studies on 
French Literature at the University of Athens, she worked on Theatre Studies. She decided 
to leave for France, for the city of Avignon where she would continue her postgraduate 
studies. At Université d ‘Avignon et des Pays du Vaucluse at the Section of “Littérature 
Theatrale Modalites et de la Représentation” she specialized in the translation of plays 
and studied in depth the ancient Greek texts, in order to perform in French. In 2012, she 
started focusing on the set-design, attending several seminars by distinguished stage 
designers, like Kenny McLellan. That same year, she continued her studies on scenogra-
phy workshop by Mary Chaniotaki and started to be familiar with the world of stage and 
costume design. Set-design represents for Maira a very special part of the theater, stim-
ulates the imagination and broadens new horizons in art as in the idealization of reality. 
Through each project created as set-designer, helps her to encounter in this world and 
perhaps change it with her own eyes through her own creations. 

Detail from Ariadni’s Sergoulopoulou research collages
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Klelia Ninou
She was born in Athens in 1986. In 2004 she graduated from Tositseio Arsakeio High 
School. She studied architecture in the Department of Architecture in University of Thes-
saly and graduated in 2012. In 2009 shetook a year to study in Escuela Tecnica Superior 
de Arquitectura in Valladolid, Spain. She also studied scenography by participating in a 
Laboratory of Scenography Athens (LSA) five-month course with Maria Chaniotaki. She 
has attended seminars such as “Tosmi”(on 3d modelling and rendering) in Thessaloniki, 
Greece and Sofia, Bulgaria, “Tangled Pockets”(design of small objects) in Tuscany, Italy 
and “Curso de Moda y Arte” in Valldolid, Spain. She has also taken part in architectural 
competitions such as “Volos X 4”, “Room 18” and the competition by the Port Authority 
of Pireus for the construction of a museum (in collaboration with the 314 architecture 
studio of Pavlos Chantziagelidis). She has word in gallery “Aithusa Skoufa”, and since 2012 she is self em-
ployed as an architect.She was Architectural and Curator Assistant for the Greek participation in Prague 
Quadrennial 2015, where she also was responsible for the construction of the proposal. Meanwhile she also 
participated with a group of graduates of LSA, with a proposal for the Student Section of Prague Quadren-
nial. She was also responsible for the Architectural an Graphic design (with another person) for the MESA 
exhibition which was presented in the National Museum of Contemporary Art. She is currently working as 
Curator assistant and architectural designer for the upcoming exhibition for the work of Giorgos Anemogi-
annis, this winter in Iraklion, Crete.

Michael-Socrates Kafousias
Born in Athens in 27 of June 1996.  He Studied at Moraitis Primary School, he continued at 
High School of Filothei in Athens and he completed his studies at the Lyceum of Palaio 
Psychiko. He is studying music and violin and guitar class (8th year) at the Greek National 
Conservatoire. He is  a third year student at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki - Faculty 
of Fine Arts - School of Visual and Applied Arts, Department of Sculpture. He has attend-
ed the Laboratory of Scenography of Athens (LSA) and Participated as a member of the 
team of the LSA that represent the Greek nation Participation with the Hellenic Centre 
ITT at the Student Section at the PQ 2015. He attended the Seminar for Animation part 
of the educational programs for adolescents in 2013, at the Onasis Cultural Centre, the 
final film of which he was the director. Michael-Socrates participates as a student in Art 
Exhibitions in Athens. At the age of 13, he participated as an actor at the performance 
of “The Trojan Women“ by Euripides, with the actress Lydia Koniordou, directed by Vaggelis Theodoropoulos 
at the Theatre of Neos kosmos. At the age of 15, he worked as an actor in a short Film directed by Dimitris 
Zachos which Participates at the Drama short Film Festival. He speaks fluently Greek and English.

Eleanna Kafka
She was born in 1990 in Athens. She graduated from Gennadeios School in 2008. She is a 
distinguished  MA graduate in Architecture from the Polytechnic School of the University 
of Patras (April 2016). Member of the Technical Chamber of Greece. She has a Proficien-
cy in English and Grundstufe in German. She has participated in international architec-
tural competitions. Participated voluntarily in the “Recording and Promotion of the 19th 
and 20th century buildings in Athens” and in Open House Athens in 2014 and 2015. In 
recent years she grew an interest in scenography and attended several seminars and 
workshops such as: “Basic Principles of Theatre and Stage Design” in the Mikro Polytech-
neio (lasting five months) and staged “A Midsummer  Night’s  Dream” in Olvio theater, 
“Workshop in Stage and Light Design” in the Mikro Polytechneio (lasting five months), Two-day workshop 
in the laboratory of Scenography Athens titled “Scenography and Installation Art” and “Scenography and  
Performance Art” with the set designer and artist Maria Chaniotaki. Also attended the annual scenography 
lab at Laboratory of Scenography Athens in 2015-2016 and participated in the graduates exhibition which 
was held at the Theatre of Art Karolos Koun-Phrynichou  in June 2016 in which she was a care assistant and 
designed the invitation and the exhibition poster.

Ariadne Sergoulopoulou
Ariadne Sergoulopoulou was born in 1991. She lives in Athens. She studied Theory and 
History of Art at the Athens School of Fine Arts where she graduated from in 2015. She 
participated in the series of seminars entitled “Philoshopy and Politics: Althusser, Fou-
cault, Deleuze”, organised by the Political and Cultural Association “Ektos Grammis” 
(February-May 2013), as well as in the workshop of Alexandros Nehamas “The Beautiful 
in life and art” (Athens School of Fine Arts, 2011). She participated in the organizing of 
the exhibition “ The “Sotiria” project - Memory and disease in visual arts discourse” in So-
tiria Hospital where she worked for 6 months (June-November 2010). She attended the 
11 week first circle of courses in “ Scenography and Costume design”, with lecturer Laloula Chrisikopoulou 
in “Open Art” (April-June 2015). Since October 2015, she attends scenography courses in Laboratory of 
Scenography Athens (LSA), with scenographer and visual artist Maria Chaniotaki. She participated in LSA’s 
graduate exhibition with Lorca’s Blood Wedding. At the time, she is working as a studio assistant for visual 
artist Yannis Varelas. Her work is inspired by literature, poetry and art.
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Konstantina Kioulpali
My name is Konstantina Kioulpali and i have studied Cinematography at Hellenic Cine-
ma and Television School Stavrakos in Athens.I have continued my studies with several 
seminars and workshops such as the three day workshop «The purpose of lighting in visu-
al arts» by Thomas Ikonomakos at Laboratory of Scenography Athens (LSA),the two day 
workshop «Scenography in Theatre» by Maria Haniotaki at Laboratory of Scenography 
Athens (LSA), the three month seminar in cinematography and lighting in theatre «Cam-
era in Action» by Katerina Maragoudaki,the three day workshop about photography in 
theatre (theory and practice) by Nikos Tasoulas at Laboratory of Scenography Athens 
(LSA) and finally  the one year workshop in scenography which was completed with an 
exhibition at Greek Art Theatre Karolos Koun-Frinixou,by Maria Haniotaki at Laboratory of Scenography Ath-
ens (LSA). I have work experience at lighting and camera filming as i have participated as a camerawoman 
and first assistant camera in several student short films and i have also worked for a year as a console lighting 
operator in the puppet play «H2O 7 drops are enough» created by «Kentro Varous» team.

For the project works

LABORATORY OF SCENOGRAPHY, ATHENS (LSA) 
www.mariachaniotaki.gr

Head of the Laboratory of Scenography, Athens 
αnd Course Leader 
Maria Chaniotaki

MA Theatre Designer

“Birds” by Aristophanes

Research
Maira Baziana, Jona Kokalari, Klelia Ninou, Eleanna Kafka

Model boxes (in scale)
Benaki Museum, Peiraios 260/space D, scale 1: 50

Ancient Theatre of Dionysos , scale 1:50
Klelia Ninou, Eleanna Kafka, Jona Kokalari, Maira Baziana

Klafthmonos Square, scale 1:200
Helen Palogou

Model box details (in scale)
Jona Kokalari, Maira Baziana, Eleanna Kafka, Konstantina Kioulpali

Miniatures in scale 
Konstantina Kioulpali, Michael Socrates Kafousias, Despoina Giasafaki

Final Set Desing proposal
Klelia Ninou, Eleanna kafka, Jona Kokalari, Maira Baziana 

Costumes
Research and sketches

Dimitra Katsaouni, Maira Baziana, Jona Kokalari, Kontsantina Kioulpali
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Final sketches for the Costumes
Michael Socrates Kafousias

Sketches  for final props and details 
Ariadni Sergoulopoulou, Eleanna Kafka

Masks
(created by Martha Foka’s supervision)

Jona Kokalari, Myrto Lambrou, Despoina Giasafaki

Story Boards
Michael Socrates Kafousias

Portfolios
Maira Baziana

Catalogue
Konstantina Santaka

Texts
Maria Chaniotaki

Photographs( model boxes and illustration
Artemis Papageraki

Cover Photograph
Christos and Kostas Agnousiotis

Video
Nina Frokou, Michael Oikonomou

Lighting Design( model boxes)
Thomas Oikonomakos 

For PQ 2015 the students:
Dimitra Katsaouni, Marianna Katsoulidi, Michael Socrates Kafousias, Jona Kokkalari, Myrto Lambrou, Lena 

Lekkou, Mary Bisbiki, Dimitra Bouritsa, Klelia Ninou, Dimitra – Gabriella Roumelioti, Eleni Palogou
Maro Tsakonakou, Galaxias Goufas Spanos, Panagiotis Kafousias, Myrto Chronaki, Despina Giasafaki,  

Maira Baziana, Petra Xynidou.
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Prague Quadrennial

Συμμετοχή στην Παγκόσμια Έκθεση Θεάτρου και Σκηνογραφίας Prague Quadrennial 2015  με την ελληνική 
αποστολή του ΕΚΔΙΘ (Student Section)

Greek nation Participation with the Hellenic Centre ITT at the PQ 2015 (Student Section)
 Department: Laboratory of Theatre and costume Design

Supervised by the Course Leader:  
Maria Chaniotaki- Kafousia, Theatre Designer MA, Artist

“Birds” by Aristophanes

Research
Maira Baziana, Myrto Lamprou, Jona Kokalari, Maro Tsakonakou, Klelia Ninou, Lena Lekkou,

Dimitra Bouritsa, Dimitra- Gavriela Roumelioti, Dimitra Katsaouni, Mary Bisbiki, Panagiotis Kafousias

Model Boxes
Peiraios 260/Space D (scale 1:25)

Jona Kokalari, Maro Tsakonakou, Klelia Ninou, Dimitra Bouritsa, Myrto Chronaki,
Myrto Lamprou

Benaki Museum
(Peiraios Avenue) (scale 1:50)

Jona Kokalari, Maro Tsakonakou, Klelia Ninou, Myrto Chronaki, Myrto Lamprou

Ancient Theatre of Dionysou (scale 1:50)
Lena Lekkou, Myrto Lamprou, Myrto Chronaki, Klelia Ninou

Klauthmonos Square (scale 1:200)
Dimitra- Gavriela  Roumelioti, Eleni Palogou

Final set design proposal
Jona Kokalari, Dimitra Bouritsa, Klelia Ninou, Myrto Lamprou, Maro Tsakonakou,

Dimitra –Gavriela  Roumelioti, Myrto Chronaki

PQ 2015 , Prague, 4th Floor kafka’s House (photos)
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Costumes
Drawings for the costumes (Research)

Dimitra Katsaouni & Marianna Katsoulidi

Final Costumes
Dimitra Bouritsa

Masks
(Under the supervision of Martha Foka)

Despina Giasafaki, Jona Kokalari, Myrto Lamprou

Portfolios
Maira Baziana, Mary Bisbiki, Despina Giasafaki

3D and 3D videos
Lena Lekkou, Myrto Chronaki, Petra Xynidou

Digital story boards
Jona Kokalari, Myrto Lamprou

Digital Potfolios
Dimitra- Gavriela Roumelioti, Klelia Ninou

Figures for the model boxes
Figures in scale 1:25
Despina Giasafaki

Figures in scale 1:50 and 1:200
Despina Giasafaki, Michael-Socrates Kafousias, Myrto Lamprou

Paper figures: Jona Kokalari

Photographs of Klauthmonos Square and Benaki Museum - First Research Video
Lena Lekkou, Panagiotis Kafousias

Photographs of Ancient Theatre of Dionysos
Klelia Ninou

Digital issues/Dropbox
Lena Lekkou

Support issues /Organizing activities
Mary Bisbiki, Lena Lekkou

Camera 
George Ktistakis

Equipment
Elena Papastavrou

Montage: Galaxy Goufas Spanos
(Supported by Dimitra Katsaouni and John Mazis)

Editing 
Galaxy Goufas Spanos

Film directed by
Galaxy Goufas Spanos

Department: Laboratory of Art
Supervised by the Course Leader: 

Maria Chaniotaki- Kafousia, Theatre Designer MA, Artist

Olga Chalkidou:  “Fibrils - a Gaze Weaving”   Video Installation
Andriani (Anna) Panou Papatheodorou: “The Box” Performance

Irini Tzelepi: “May be” Text
Aggeliki Tomara: “Waiting Room” Video Art

Maira Baziana:  “Do not be a fool” Installation (work in progress)
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Special thanks

Special thanks have to be expressed to the Hellenic Centre of the International Theatre Institute and Mr. 
Thanos Vovolis for the great honor to be included in the Greek Mission to PQ 2015.

We would also like to thank Mr. Michael Marmarinos, Mrs. Martha Focas, Mrs. Olia Lazaridou, Mr. Mimis 
Kafousias, Mr. Stavros Gyftopoulos, Mr. Stavros Petsopoulos, Mr. Thomas Economakos, Mr. Irodion Savvakis, 
Mrs. Liana Starida, Mr. Niko Dentaki, Mr. Chris and Mr. Kosta Agnousioti, Mrs. Thaleia Vasileiadou, Mrs.
Constantina Santaka, Mrs. Nina Frokou and Mrs. Artemis Papageraki.

We also like to thank Kokkinou-Kourkoulas Architects, The Ministry of Culture of Greece, Athens Festival, Mr. 
D. Koutsogiannis Dean of the School of Civil Engineering of the NTUA, Mrs. Eleni Orneraki of the Ornerakis 
School of Applied Arts, Mrs. Maria Papadimitriou, Mr. Marinos Kolokotsas, Mrs. Nefeli Spiliotakou and Mr. 
Babis Dokos.

The catalogue and the leaflets for the participation at PQ2015 created by Jona Kokalari and Maira Baziana 
and supervision by Maria Chaniotaki- Kafousia).
The catalogue for the participation at the Benaki Museum 2016 designed by Constantina Santaka.
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Maria Chaniotaki
MA Theatre Designer

Head of the Laboratory of Scenography
Athens (LSA)

LINKS:
Agent:  Donald Scrimgeour Artists Agent

http://www.donaldscrimgeour.com    
website: www.mariachaniotaki.gr

blog: http://maria-chaniotaki.tumblr.com
SBTD profile: http://www.theatredesign.org.uk/designer-pages/mariachaniotakikafousia/

Saatchi online: http://www.saatchionline.com/profile/270369
ΕΚΔΙΘ: http://www.hellastheatre.gr/member-area/maria-chaniotaki-kafousia/

https://www.facebook.com/Maria-Chaniotaki-1580599968866845/..

logo designed by Karolina Bourou

catalogue created by Konstantina Santaka
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